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The 660-year-old Charles University in Prague is now
undertaking a new publication venture by re-launching
a journal AUCO Czech Economic Review.
AUCO Czech Economic Review  (ISSN 1802-4696)
presents original, rigorously peer-reviewed research in
economics with solid microeconomic grounds. Coverage
includes both theoretical and methodological articles (game
theory, mathematical methods in economics) as well as
empirical articles (political economy, institutional eco-
nomics, public economics). AUCO encourages also short
communications (usually limited to 2,000 words) that
provide an instrument of rapid and efficient dissemination
of new results, models and methods in the above
mentioned fields of economic research. One of the primary
purposes is to serve as a common ground for economists
and political scientists who explore political economy from
a formal perspective (positive political economy, public
choice and social choice, political economics). Another
goal is to attract key contributions of gifted European
junior economists.
AUCO Czech Economic Review is published by
Charles University in Prague. The journal has been
established in year 2007 as a descendant of a traditional
Czech-written outlet, Acta Universitatis Carolinae
Oeconomica. Three issues are published per volume. All
articles and communications are available online for free. Printed issues can be ordered at a cost. The editors
maintain classic double blind peer review procedure at high academic standards but at the same time em-
phasize dynamic referee process so that the journal tracks scientific progress in real time.
Forthcoming in 2008
1.  Nurmi H., Salonen H.: More Borda Count Variations for Project Assessment
2.  Hosli M.: Balancing Legitimacy and Efficiency: Council Decision Rules and EU Constitutional Design
3.  Malozzi L., Tijs S.: Partial Cooperation and Non-Signatories Multiple Decision
4.  Palokangas T.: Self-Interested Governments, Unionization, and Legal and Illegal Migration
5.  Denisova E., Garnaev A.: Fish Wars: Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Approaches
6.  Luptacik M., Koller W., Mahlberg B., Schneider H.W.: Growth and Employment Potentials of
Chosen Technology Fields
7.  Turnovec F.: National, Political and Institutional Influence in European Union Decision Making
Submissions
Submissions to AUCO Czech Economic Review are welcome. The paper must be an original unpublished
work written in English (consistent British or American), not under consideration by other journals.
Contact auco@fsv.cuni.cz
Web: http://auco.cuni.cz/